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linical research opportunities attract physicians-in-
raining to internal medicine, and research remains a
ore mission of many residency programs. Curiosity,
ritical thinking, and humanitarianism define the med-
cal profession and are the driving forces behind re-
earch. Although programs seek these attributes in ap-
licants, nurturing research interest is often displaced
y the primacy of patient care during residency.1 In
998, recognizing a decrease in clinical research grant
ubmissions, the National Institutes of Health (NIH)
ecommended several policy changes to encourage re-
earch by young physician investigators.2 The Accred-
tation Council for Graduate Medical Education
ACGME) stipulates that internal medicine residents
ust “participate actively in a scholarly activity,” such

s original research, writing of a review article, presen-
ation at a scientific society meeting, or other activities
hat promote a spirit of inquiry and scholarship.3 In a
urvey of internal medicine program directors, Levine
nd colleagues found that in both university and non-
niversity programs, approximately 20% of physicians-
n-training fulfill the scholarly activity requirement by
onducting hypothesis-driven research.4
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Given the importance of resident scholarly activity,
ncluding research, this article describes a practical
pproach for program directors, faculty mentors, and
esidents to optimize the clinical research experience.
he focus is on clinical research because the time

equired to conduct a basic science project is often
rohibitive. This framework is most applicable to tra-
itional internal medicine programs rather than special-
zed research tracks such as the American Board of
nternal Medicine Clinical Investigator Pathway. Three
hases of the resident research continuum are de-
cribed: a preparatory phase, an investigatory phase,
nd a synthesis phase, as defined by tasks before, dur-
ng, and after a traditional research elective block (Ta-
le 1).

HY PERFORM RESEARCH DURING
ESIDENCY?
revious work demonstrates that a structured research
urriculum can substantially enhance scholarly success
or physicians-in-training and their mentors.5-7 Hay-
ard and Taweel surveyed alumni of an internal med-

cine residency program with a research requirement.8

ost alumni felt their research projects were a valuable
earning experience; in fact, no other residency pro-
ram component was rated higher than that of the
esearch project.8 A similar survey of family medicine
esidents revealed a greater appreciation for evidence-
ased medicine among those who had themselves re-
eived research training.9 Recently, a survey of resi-
ents who presented at the 2002 American College of

hysicians (ACP) Annual Session revealed that a ma-
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ority of residents thought research should be required
uring residency.10 The absence of a research curricu-
um was identified as a barrier to completion of a
esearch project by 44% of those surveyed.10 Although
hese data are limited, they suggest that residents do
nd the research experience rewarding. However, in a
urvey of internal medicine program directors in 1996,
lguire and colleagues demonstrated that only 37% of
rograms had an organized and comprehensive re-
earch curriculum.11 A more recent survey indicated
hat nonuniversity programs are more likely than uni-
ersity programs to have a structured research curricu-
um and to require research as part of residency train-
ng.4 In a systematic review of published resident
esearch curricula, Herbert and colleagues concluded
hat a lack of detailed developmental information and
ew meaningful evaluation methods were barriers to
ffective implementation.12

HO SHOULD DO RESEARCH DURING
ESIDENCY?
esidency is an important time for exploration of per-

onal and professional interests as well as self-discov-
ry. Common reasons for residents to pursue research
nclude intellectual curiosity, exploration of potential
areer options within academia or a subspecialty, com-
letion of a program requirement, and development of
redentials, especially while applying for competitive
ellowships. In 2003, 66% of senior internal medicine
esidents applied to subspecialty fellowships.13 In a
urvey of internal medicine residency alumni, 31%
eported that their research projects influenced their
areer choices, such as pursuing a career in academia
ersus a career in private practice.8

Not every resident should be required to perform
riginal research during residency. Scholarly activity,
s defined by the ACGME, can take many forms in-
luding: a continuous quality improvement project, a
iterature review, a meta-analysis, or a case presentation
t an academic society conference. If feasible, intern-
hip is the ideal time to start the preparatory phase of
esearch. Benefits of intern involvement include early

Table 1 The Three Phases of Resident Research

Ti

�12 months 1-2 mon

Preparatory phase Investig
Selecting a topic and formulating a question Creating
Finding a mentor Data coll
Utilizing existing institutional resources Storage a
Study design and statistical consultation
Institutional review board submission
xploration of the academic career path and greater s
otal time to complete the project. Because most resi-
ents apply to subspecialty fellowship during the sec-
nd postgraduate year, starting a research project dur-
ng internship can be crucial to a successful application.
he biggest challenge is limited nonclinical time during

nternship. Other drawbacks include the potential for
nterns to feel overwhelmed or to rush into commit-
ents before taking the time to explore time constraints

nd career preferences. Programs may wish to develop
standardized research curriculum by devoting 1 to 2

alf-days per week of an intern ambulatory block to a
upervised discussion of study design, human subjects’
onsiderations, biostatistics, and other introductory top-
cs. Alternatively, a 2-week research elective could be
ffered to interested, highly motivated interns. In most
rograms, second- and third-year residents have more
lective time and are often better equipped to juggle the
ime commitment of research beyond the preparatory
tage without violating ACGME duty hour limitations.

HE RESEARCH CONTINUUM
ithout a research curriculum, programs may miss an

pportunity to develop future clinician investigators.
n informal survey of program directors from the 406

nternal medicine training programs in the United
tates and Canada through the Association of Program
irectors in Internal Medicine (APDIM) web-based

istserver was conducted. Of the 143 programs that
eplied, 121 (85%) reported offering at least one
-week research elective. Although a 4-week research
lock is helpful, a resident research project usually
equires a much greater commitment of time, interest,
nd resources, averaging 12 to 24 months to complete.
esident research should be conceptualized as a longi-

udinal process rather than an isolated elective experi-
nce. The preparatory phase consists of generation of a
opic, acquisition of mentorship, development of study
esign, and submission of appropriate institutional re-
iew board (IRB) paperwork. This process often takes
to 12 months to complete and should start as soon as

ossible during residency. The investigatory phase,
ypically a 1- or 2-month research elective block,

e

The research elective) �12 months

hase Synthesis phase
base Statistical analysis

Presentation and publication
nagement of data Reflection on research interest
me Lin

th(s) (

atory P
a data
ection
nd ma
hould be an opportunity to complete tasks otherwise
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ot practical during clinical rotations, such as data
ollection. The synthesis phase includes statistical anal-
sis, presentation at scientific meetings, publication,
nd self-reflection with renewal of research and career
oals. This last phase takes another 6 to 12 months,
aking the second year or early third year of residency

deal times for the research elective block. Table 2 is a
uggested resident checklist for completion of the con-
inuum of clinical research during residency.

HE PREPARATORY PHASE

electing A Topic and Formulating A Question
esidents frequently ask important clinical ques-

ions. Applying evidence-based medicine principles

Table 2 Resident Checklist for Clinical Research

Preparatory Tasks Choose a top
Draw from
Discuss yo

Formulate a s
Define the

Find a mento
Discuss res
If you don

Identify exis
Consult wi
Look for e

Detail the stu
Think thro
Anticipate
Create a d

Complete the
Call the IR
Make sure
Determine

Consult with
Clarify wha
Perform a
Determine

Investigatory Tasks Set goals for
Make goals

Collect the d
Securely st
Keep a log
Perform a

Synthesis Tasks Statistical an
Develop ad

Submit an ab
ACP deadli
Consider S
Get feedba

Write a manu
Discuss cri
Determine

Reflect on yo
Review wh
Review wh
Consider th
o patient care experiences engenders an appreciation g
or gaps in the current literature. Residents often
raw from these experiences to select a research
uestion, but maintaining realistic expectations for
ompletion can be challenging. The best resident
esearch questions are quite focused. Given the myr-
ad of time constraints during training, a resident
hould choose a project that maximizes learning and
inimizes data collection. Frequently, the most
orkable, meaningful resident research projects ini-

ially feel “too small.”
The elements of an ideal research question are teach-

ble (Table 3). Residents may generate relevant, inter-
sting ideas but need to validate them through discus-
ions with peers, mentors, and educators. A common
istake is trying to “save the world” with a single

roject that would require many years and significant

wn questions encountered during patient care.
s with as many people as possible.
question
tion, intervention, and outcome.

wo)
personal, and professional interests with your mentor(s).
k” with someone, look for another mentor.
stitutional resources
erts in your area of interest.
databases to help answer the question.

sign
ch and every step of data collection.
problems may arise.
.

utional review board (IRB) paperwork
tly for questions related to category of review.

tudy is HIPAA compliant.
er informed consent is necessary (ask the IRB).
stician
nically significant finding would be.
calculation.
atistical tools you will need after data collection.
search project
d to the project and to personal career plans.

e data.
blems encountered and solutions.

ic quality check of data collection.

al specific questions for a statistician to answer.
to a regional or national societal meeting
abstracts is early October.
subspecialty organization meetings.
others about your work.

r authorship with your mentor.
ropriate journal for submission.
arch experience
our goals were achieved.

’ve learned about yourself and your interests.
of research in your future career.
ic
your o
ur idea
pecific
popula
r (or t
earch,
’t “clic
ting in
th exp
xisting
dy de

ugh ea
what

atabase
instit

B direc
your s
wheth
a stati
t a cli
power
the st
the re
relate

ata
ore th
of pro

period
alysis
dition
stract
ne for
GIM or
ck from
script
teria fo
an app
ur rese
ether y
at you
e role
rant funding to accomplish. Focusing, paring down,
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nd utilizing already-established resources such as da-
abases, research tools, and data gathered from prior
tudies are essential to a successful project. Typical
esident projects are retrospective or cross-sectional
nalyses such as surveys and chart reviews. However,
mall prospective studies are also possible (Table 4)
Yu A, Meyers FJ, unpublished observation).14-18

esearch Mentorship
teiner and colleagues described three important do-
ains of mentorship: the relationship between mentor

nd mentee (guidance and support), professional at-
ributes of the mentor (reputation), and personal at-
ributes of the mentor (availability and caring).19 Al-
hough all of these attributes are ideally embodied
ithin one person, a second mentor may complement

he primary mentor. One mentor may provide method-
logical expertise, whereas the other offers clinical
ontent guidance.

The best mentor-mentee relationships embody mu-
ual respect and are cultivated over time. Due to limited
nteractions, residents often need help identifying and
ccessing potential mentors. Some programs assign
entors to interested residents, but this approach does

ot guarantee that an ideal mentor-mentee relationship
ill develop. During semi-annual reviews of resident
erformance, residents and program directors should
iscuss possible mentors for career, research, or per-
onal counsel. Program directors serve as the “match-
aker” by recognizing similar interests among physi-

ians-in-training and faculty and bringing compatible

Table 3 Elements of an Appropriate Clinical Research
Question

Relevant to clinical practice.
Focused.
Utilizes available institutional resources.
Involves a well defined study population.
Includes a well defined outcome.
Takes career strategy and interests into account.
Invokes curiosity in others.

Table 4 Examples of Resident Research Projects

Resident Research Project Title

Attitudes and perceptions of end stage renal disease patie
A comparison of measured hemoglobin A1c and expected h
patient reported home blood glucose monitoring.14

Increased incidence of symptomatic venous thrombosis in
carcinoma treated with concurrent chemotherapy, radiation
Do physicians examine patients in contact isolation less fr
“We’re jinxed”–are residents’ fears of being jinxed during a
Acetaminophen and diphenhydramine as premedication for
*Yu A, Meyers FJ. Attitudes and perceptions of end stage renal diseas
airs together. Because the best mentors are often in
igh demand, it is imperative that departments recog-
ize mentoring efforts in the promotion and tenure
rocess. If a local mentor is unavailable, occasionally a
uitable mentor can be found at an outside institution.
he widespread use of e-mail allows effective mentor-

ng at a distance. ACP and the Society of General
nternal Medicine (SGIM) also offer mentoring oppor-
unities during their annual meetings.

tudy Design
esigning clinical research is a course unto itself. Res-

dent journal clubs serve as a good introduction and, if
ell done, can entice residents to try their hand at

linical research. Unfortunately, journal clubs often
ack the depth required to truly understand study de-
ign. The Journal of the American Medical Associa-
ion’s Users’ Guides to the Medical Literature20 is an
ffective tool for teaching study design during journal
lub. Experienced research mentors are a rich source of
ractical information, and there are many other easy-
o-use references (see Appendix). As study design is
eveloped, residents should generate a structured re-
earch proposal together with their mentor(s). The pro-
osal should include the following essential elements
Table 5): background, hypothesis, specific aims, meth-
ds, anticipated results, timeline, and a mentor’s signa-
ure of approval and commitment.

Residents need to incorporate biostatistics into study
esign. Many mentors have biostatisticians involved in
ther projects who may be available for brief consul-
ation. There are several free web-based statistics cal-

Research Project Type

stopping dialysis.* Cross-sectional survey
obin A1c from Cross-sectional survey

ts with cervical
erythropoietin.15

Retrospective cohort

ly?16 Prospective cohort
all day founded?17 Randomized clinical trial
et transfusions.18 Randomized clinical trial

Table 5 Elements of a Research Proposal

Background (1-2 paragraphs)
Hypothesis (1 sentence)
Specific aim (1-3 sentences)
Methods (2-4 paragraphs)
Anticipated results (1 paragraph)
Timeline (1-2 sentences)
Mentor signature of approval
nts on
emogl

patien
, and

equent
n on-c
platel
e patients on stopping dialysis. (unpublished observation).
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ulators and data management programs, such as The
enter for Disease Control and Prevention’s Epi Info

Appendix). Local graduate programs in statistics may
ffer free or low-cost consultation for residents. Pro-
ram directors may want to consider sponsoring peri-
dic office hours with a knowledgeable statistician who
s an effective teacher. A brief consultation with a
tatistician during the planning stages has the potential
o substantially influence the ultimate utility of data
athered by residents. Defining a clinically relevant
nding, performing a power calculation, and determin-

ng the statistical tools necessary to interpret the data
re essential tasks that sometimes require the expertise
f a statistician.

tilizing Institutional Resources
program director familiar with local research pro-

rams can readily link residents with key research fac-
lty. The University of California, Davis, School of
edicine internal medicine residency program has pi-

oted a research chief resident who serves as an addi-
ional resident mentor and aide. Appointment of a fac-
lty research director to assist residents with their
esearch increases research productivity (defined as the
umber of resident presentations at national meetings
nd resident publications).6 In general, residents should
tilize pre-existing research tools rather than start from
cratch. Other important resources include existing
linical databases, general clinical research centers, and
ther externally sponsored research units. Residents
ften conduct medical record reviews, cross-sectional
urveys, or systematic reviews. They need access to
xperienced researchers with relevant content or meth-
dological expertise. Ideally, program directors should
dentify local experts in survey design and systematic
eviews.

Easy access to the local IRB early on in the prepa-
atory phase is essential. Bad habits, outdated rules, and
alse rumors are often passed on to novice researchers,
nd the IRB should be the first stop for questions
nvolving human subjects. Novice researchers seldom
ppreciate the time required for IRB submission, re-
iew, and revision. The United States Department of
ealth and Human Services Office for Human Re-

earch Protections and the National Cancer Institute
ave excellent web-based resources (Appendix) that
etail the IRB process, categories of review, and in-
ormed consent. Before submitting a proposal, the IRB
ay require that the researcher complete a brief NIH
eb-based tutorial on the rights and welfare of human
articipants in research.

The Health Information Portability and Accountabil-
ty Act (HIPAA) Privacy Rule is the first comprehen-
ive federal protection for the privacy of personal
ealth information. It is fundamentally important that
ovice researchers do not confuse the need to access

atient charts for provision of medical care with the s
rivilege of accessing charts for research purposes.
IPAA may challenge the researcher in terms of data
anagement, and institutions should provide residents
ith a secure web-based account for data storage and
anagement to facilitate HIPAA compliance.

HE INVESTIGATORY PHASE
he research elective should ideally be a 1- or 2-month
lock during which residents are free from most other
esidency duties. Attendance at continuity clinic and
ducational conferences should continue, leaving the
emaining time to complete the research tasks that a
ypical rotation does not allow. Research is time-con-
uming and must be methodical. For instance, a resi-
ent who wants to survey hemodialysis patients about
nd-of-life care will not have adequate time to do so
uring a nephrology elective because of required clinic
uties, consults, and educational conferences. Only
ith the ability to attend hemodialysis for an entire
ninterrupted week can the resident access and survey
representative sample of patients. Tasks requiring

rotected time include: accessing medical records, re-
iewing patient databases, traveling to community pro-
iders to access patient charts, or working closely with
olleagues who are otherwise not easily accessible over
n extended period of time. Of course, optimal use of
his time requires successful completion of the prepa-
atory phase.

Many residents have difficulty achieving research
oals because of insufficient time, low priority relative
o patient care, use of “leftover” rather than “prime”
ime for research, poor availability of mentors, and lack
f direction from residency programs. Furthermore,
esearch goals themselves may be unrealistic, inflexi-
le, or naive. These hurdles can be avoided by delib-
rate guidance during the preparatory phase of resident
esearch. The research elective should not be used to
ccomplish the preparative tasks outlined above. Many
rograms require that residents submit a standardized
esearch proposal (Table 5) that must be approved by a
rogram director, chief resident, or designated faculty
ember before granting a research elective.
Residents should meet with a program director, fac-

lty research director, or a research chief resident at the
eginning and end of each research block. Residents
ppreciate the opportunity to ask questions about insti-
utional resources, review goals, and confirm that their
oals are realistic. These meetings also encourage self-
eflection on the research process as it relates to career
lanning. Goals should range from specific tasks, such
s collecting a prespecified number of data sets, to
earning more about research interests and career plans.
astly, opportunities for presentation or publication
hould be reviewed. Some programs invite residents to
resent their work as part of an educational lecture

eries or at grand rounds.
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Data collection is inevitably fraught with unforeseen
hallenges: lost charts, missing data from existing
harts, and, in the case of a survey or questionnaire,
anguage barriers or other challenges related to human
ubject participation. Mentors may help troubleshoot
hese obstacles. Residents should keep a record of prob-
ems and their respective solutions during data collec-
ion. Developing a database early in the process of
tudy design can be quite helpful. Available database
rograms include Microsoft Excel, which is relatively
imple to use, and Microsoft Access, for residents with
ore advanced computer skills. Lastly, residents may

eed guidance in keeping data secure. Mentors may
eed to offer a locked drawer in their office or other
ecure mechanism for data storage. Alternatively, pass-
ord protected and encrypted computer accounts can
rovide a safe and convenient means for both data
ollection and storage.

HE SYNTHESIS PHASE
btaining statistical expertise to interpret data is a com-
on stumbling block because resident research is rarely

ponsored by grants or other funding sources. It is
nrealistic to expect resident researchers to acquire
heir own grant support to compensate a statistician.
rogram directors and mentors must be prepared to
ontribute intellectually and financially to resident re-
earch projects. Programs should develop a budget for
esident scholarship that includes discretionary funds
or travel, poster production, and statistical support.
owever, not all resident research projects require a
iostatistician. Ideally, programs should designate a
esearch associate program director to assist with
traightforward statistical issues such as analysis of
ross-sectional data and chi-squared calculations. For
ore complex projects, a few hours of a statistician’s

ime can often be purchased for 50 to 70 dollars an
our. An unprepared resident may hand spreadsheets of
aw data to a statistician hoping he or she can “figure
ut what it shows.” Instead, residents must clearly ar-
iculate their needs to the statistician by reviewing the
pecific research aim, intervention, and outcomes of the
tudy in advance.

Presenting the research findings at a local or national
cademic meeting is the next and most important step.
side from the experience of preparing an abstract and
resenting a poster, this gives residents the opportunity
o network with experts in the field and to bolster their
urriculum vitae. It is also the first step toward writing
manuscript. Here, the importance of mentors again

omes into play. Most residents have little experience
ith scientific writing, poster design, and criteria for

uthorship, and will therefore rely heavily on a mentor
or guidance. This person does not necessarily have to
e the research mentor. The process of abstract writing

nd poster development can be streamlined by having a d
edicated chief resident or a few experienced research-
rs coordinate the program’s efforts. Encouraging par-
icipation in the regional meetings of the ACP and
roviding guidance on abstract writing and poster pro-
uction is strongly recommended. Many residency pro-
rams subsidize travel expenses for residents, empha-
izing the institutional commitment to achievement in
esearch. Presentation at local and regional meetings
here subsidized travel costs are offered to residents,

uch as ACP Associates meetings, can help defray
osts. Programs can avoid excessive financial expendi-
ures by capping the amount subsidized, providing
unds for a maximum of one presentation per resident
r providing a predetermined amount of discretionary
ducational funds (for books, board review materials,
ravel, and other expenses). Faculty mentors also may
ubsidize travel expenses for residents. Finally, an in-
titution may host a local research fair to recognize and
howcase resident research.

Publication should be the eventual goal for every
esident research project after presentation at a society
eeting. The best predictor of future behavior is past

ehavior; thus, academic institutions are more likely to
ire a resident who has been able to successfully pub-
ish his or her work despite heavy clinical demands.
esidents should be encouraged to look for opportuni-

ies to publish their work. Although additional mentor-
hip is required for editing, journal selection, and sub-
ission, most well-done projects can be published.

ONCLUSION
erforming clinical research is an integral part of the

nternal medicine residency experience. Although not
equired, research during residency is valuable and may
nfluence a resident’s ultimate career path. The research
xperience is far broader than simply research elective
ime. Unfortunately, many residents and educators
hink of research as an isolated month during which a
roject can be carried out from start to finish. Such a
aradigm often creates unrealistic expectations for res-
dents and faculty mentors. Clinical research programs
hould model a longitudinal experience, emphasizing
dequate preparation, protected time for investigation,
nd synthesis of the information gathered. When this
rocess is integrated into the 3-year residency contin-
um, resident successes multiply.
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PPENDIX

esources for Resident Research Study
esign
tudy design and methodology resources:

ulley SB, Cummings SR, Browner WS, et al. Design-
ing Clinical Research. 2nd ed. Philidelphia, Penn-
sylvania: Lippincott Williams and Wilkins; 2001.21

illman DA. Mail and Internet Surveys: The Tailored
Design Method. Mississauga, Ontario, Canada:
John Wiley & Sons; 1999.

lasziou P, Irwig L, Bain C, et al. Systematic Reviews
in Health Care. Cambridge, United Kingdom:
Cambridge University Press; 2001.

ackett DL, Straus SE, Richardson WS, et al. Evidence-
Based Medicine: How to Practice and Teach EBM.
2nd ed. New York, New York: Churchill Living-
stone; 2000.

ational Cancer Institute Human Participant Protec-
tions Education for Research Teams. Available at:
cme.cancer.gov/clinicaltrials/learning/humanpar-
ticipant-protections.asp. Accessed December 5,
2005.

nstitutional Review Board:

nited States Department of Health and Human Ser-
vices Office for Human Research Protections
(OHRP) for information on the IRB. Available at:
www.hhs.gov/ohrp. Accessed December 5, 2005.

ealth Information Portability and Accountability Act:

ational Institute of Health. Available at: privacyrule-
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